We have implemented a post-processor called SPEECHPP to correct word-level error^ committed by an arbitrary speech recognizer. A p plying a noisychannelmodel, SPEECHPPuses a Viterbi beam-search that employs language and channel models. Previous work demonstrated that a simple word-for-word channel model was sufficient to yield substantial incieases in word accuracy. This paper demonstrates that some improvements in word accuracy result from augmenting the channel model with an account of word fertility in the channel. This work further demonstrates that a modern continuous speech recognizer can be used in "black-box" fashion for robustly recognizing speech for which the recognizer was not originally trained. This work also demonstrates that in the case when the recognizercan be tuned to the new task, environment, or spealcer, the post-processor can also contribute to performance improvements.
INTRODUCTION
Consider the scenario in which a speech recognizer (SR) could be purchased as a "black-box:' having a clearly specified function and well-defined input (audio signal) and output (word sequence) but otherwise providing no hooks to the user for altering or tuning internal operations. The channel from the user to the recognizer could be arbitrarily different than the channel actually modeled during the recogaizer's training process. Also, the language modeled in the recognizer can be arbitmily diffennt than the language used by a new user, including vocBbulary and collocational likelihoods.
For example, several rescarch labs have considered +g speech recognition available to the research community by running publicly accessible speech servers on the Internet Such servers would likely employ general-purpose language and acoustic models. In order to employ such a speech server to recognize uttemces in a new task from a new user in a potentially new acoustical environment, one of two things would be necessary due to the modeling mismatch: 0 the recognizer itself would need to adapt its models (in &U-0 the remote client would need some way to correct the errors pervised mode), or committed by the server.
Our objective is to reduce speech recognition errors. SPEMIPP, ow post-processor. models the channel from the speaker to the output of a given recognizer as a noisy channel. Its models an constructed with no pnconcepdons of the channel's n a m beyond simple observations of the channel's effm on some training data. We adopt statistical techniques (some of them from statistical machine uanslation) for modeling that channel in order to COITcct some of the errors introduced there. Previous work [8 J demonstrated that a simple word-for-word channel model was sufficient to yield substantial increases in word accuracy. This paper demonstrates that some improvements in word accuracy result from augmenting the channel model with an account of word fertility in the channel. The output of SPEECHPP contains fewer errors than the output of the recognizer it was txained to post-comct This is good in and of itself, but the error reduction also makes interpretation by higher-level modules such as a parser in a speech understanding system more reliable. This work has bem done as part of the l k~r~s -9 5
and TRAINS-96 conversational planning systems, which are aimed at successfully understanding spontaneous spoken utterances in human-computer dialogue [ 11. Thus, higher word recognition rates contribute to better end-toend performance in the dialogue system. We use the Why not simply better tune the SR's language and channel models for the task, speaker, acoustic environment, etc.? Fint, if the SR is a general-purpose black-box (running either locally or on the other side of a network on someone else's machine), modifying the decoding algorithm to incorporate the post-processor's model might not be an option. Using a general-purpose SR engine makes sense because it allows a system to deal with diverse utterances from typical speaken in typical environments. If needed, the post-processor can tune the gend-purpose hypothesis in a domain-specific or userspecific way. Porting an entire system to new domains only requires tuning the post-processor by passing a relatively small training set through the reco,@zer for observation; the general-purpose recognizer and its models can be reused w i t h little or no change. Because the post-processor is light-weight by comparison, the savings may be significant. Second, even if the SR engine's models can be updated with new domain-specific data, the post-processor uained on the sume new data can provide additional improvements in accuracy.
Third, several human speech phenomena are poorly modeled in current continuous speech recognizers, and recognition is accordingly impaired. This provides further motivation for the placement of the SR module into our conception of a noisy channel. One poorly modeled phenomenon is assimilation of phonetic features. Most SR engines model phonemes in a contextdependent fashion (e.g., see [6] ), and some attempt to model cross-word co-articulation effects (c$ [6] also). However, as speaking speeds vary, the SRs models may not be well suited to the affected speech signal. Such errors can be corrected by the post-processing techniques discussed here, if enough training data from fast speakers is available.
Finally, the primary advantage to the post-processing approach over existing approaches for overcoming SR errors lies in its ability to introduce options that are not availabie in the SR module's output.
Existing rescoring tactics cannot do so (c$ [q). More precisely, given an observed word sequence E' from the SR, SPEECHPP finds the most likely original word sequence& by finding the word sequenceythatmaximizes the expressionFf& I where 0 P w is the probability that the user would utter sequence 3 0 P w I is the probability that the SR produces the sequence w' when was actually spoken.
THE MODELS AND ALGORITHM
For efficiency and due to sparse data, it is necessary to estimate these distributions with relatively simple models by making independence assumptions. For PEW], we train a word-bigram "back-off language model [5] from hand-transcribed dialogues previously collected With the l"s-95 system. For model that assumes independent word-for-word substitutions; ie.,
The channel model is mined by automatically aligning the hand transcriptions with the output of Sphinx-II on the utterances in the (SpEEcHPP) training set and by tabulating the confusions that occurred. We say that a word is aligned with the word it produces.
This one-for-one model is insufficient for handling all 5R errors, since many are the result of faulty alignment, causing many-to-one and one-to-many mappings. For the channel model, we relax the constraint that replacement errors be aligned on a word-for-word basis, since not all recognition errors consist of simple replacement of one word by another. As we have seen, it is possible for a prechannel word to "cause" multiple words or a partial word in the SR output. We will use the following utterance from the TRAINS-95 dialogues as an example. 
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. EXPERIMENTALRESULTS
Simple Channel Model
This section presents results that use only the one-forone channel model and a back-off bigram language model. Having a relatively small number of TRAINS-95 dialogues for training, we wanted to investigate how well the data could be employed in models for both the SR and the SKECHPP. We ran several experiments to weigh our options. For a baseline, we built a class-based badt-off language model for Sphinx-11 using only transcriptions of ATIS spoken utterances. Using this model, the performance of Sphinx-II alone was 58.7% on utterances in the "s-95 domain. Note that this figure is not necessarily an indictment of Sphinx-11, but reflects the mismatch between the ATIS models and the TRAINS-95 task.
First, we used varying amounts of training data exclusively for building models for the SP~CHPP; this scenario would be most relevant if the SR wen a black-box and we were unable to train its model(s).
Second, we used varying amounts of the training data exclusively for augmenting the ATIS data to build language models for Sphinx-II.
Third, we combined the methods, using the training data both to extend the language models for Sphinx-II and to then train SPEECHPP on the newly trained SR.
The results of the fint experiment are shown by the boaom cum of Figure 3 , which indicates the p e r f o m c e of the SPEECHPP over the baseline Sphinx-II. The first point comes from using approximately 2% of the available training data in the SPEECHPP models. The second and third points come from using approximately 50% and 75%, respectively, of the available training data. The curve cl&y indicates that the SPEECHPP does a reasonable job of boosting our word recognition rates over baseline Sphinx-II. Also, peiformance improves with additional training data, up to a word mor rate reduction of 14.9% (relative). We did not train with all of our available &ita, since the remainder was used for testing to detennine the results via repeated leave-oneout cross-validation. The mor bars in the figure indicate 95% confidence intervals. Similarly, the results of the second experiment are shown in the middle curve. The points reflect the performance of Sphinx-II (without SPEECHPP) when using 25%, 50%, and 75% of the available training data in its LM. These results indicate that equivalent amounts of training data can be used with greater impact in the language model of the SR than in SPEEWPP. .
Fertility Channel Model
We performed additional experiments using fertility models in the Likewise, a recognizer using models trained for one task does not perform well on speech in a task even closely related to the training task. Our experiments have shown that Sphinx-II does not perfonn well when moving from an &-travel reservation task to a train-route planning task as shown, it achieves less than 60% word accuracy on fluent utterances collected in problem-solving dialogues with the TRAINS-95 system. In those experiments, the acoustic model and the class-based language model were trained on ATIS data. Similarly, a recognizer built using HTK [9] on human-human speech Dialogue Corpus) performed poorly on computer-human speech.
SPEECHPP can help in precisely these scenarios.
With regard to the small margins of improvement from our fertility models, we observe that the amounts of training data we have used are still largely insufficient However, the techniques are sound, and we expect that fuxther refinements, such as smoothing (generalizing) the fextility models, will improve performance.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a post-correction technique for overcoming speech recognition mrs, based upon a noisy channel model.
This technique is generally applicable for overcoming the problems caused by mismatches between an SRs mining environment and the test environment The only pre-requisite is sufficient test data so that the the behavior of the channel on the test environment can be sufficiently observed.
